
QUESTIONQUESTION

When it comes to your SEM investment, doubling down won’t  
always increase your return. Due to the finite volume of search  
activity, spending more in paid search usually requires you to  
expand your strategy beyond top-performing keywords. 

And while this may help you to increase volume, quality will decrease, 
cost per acquisition will soar and your ROI will take the hit. It’s what’s 
known as the law of diminishing returns: When investment in a single 
goal increases while all other variables remain constant, the return 
on investment will eventually decline.   

ANSWER
WHEN YOU INCREASE SPENDING IN  
PAID SEARCH, YOU CAN QUICKLY REACH  
A POINT OF DIMINISHING RETURNS.

Have a dealership to run and don’t have time  
to be a digital marketing expert, too? 

You don’t need to have all the answers, but to make sure you don’t spend more  
than your campaign can deliver, you do need to know the right questions to ask.  

Do you know the point at which
spending more is getting you less? 

Before rushing to invest more in paid search, understand  
how the law of diminishing returns may impact your results,  
and invest slowly to know the point at which increased  
investment no longer delivers a positive ROI. 
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To learn more, visit dealers.cars.com/questions or make an appointment 
to talk to your Cars.com digital media consultant. 

Doubling down won’t double your return. In fact, at a certain point, 
adding incremental dollars can actually decrease your ROI. Before  
you make the jump to invest more, know which questions to ask  

to make sure you don’t hit the point of diminishing returns.

Is increased spending expanding the target of your campaign?

Increased spending is often used as a way to expand the geographic target.  
It is important to closely monitor results to effectively understand how wide 
you can cast your net before diminishing results. 

Is increased investment supporting a broader set of keywords?

When spending increases, a common strategy is to increase the breadth  
of keywords in the campaign. Be sure to closely review performance of  
new keyword campaigns to ensure they are converting on goals. 

How is increased spending impacting key metrics such as  
your ad Quality Score, bounce rate and cost per action? 

If you do increase budget, it is essential to closely monitor its impact on 
results. If metrics such as cost per action and bounce rate increase, it can 
be a sign that your increased investment is driving down the quality of traffic 
coming to your site.   

Do you know the point at which increased spending yields a 
decreased ROI?

It’s important to understand the point at which increased spending drives 
down results. Increasing budget incrementally is a good way to test the 
limits of your campaign. 

The only question left will be how much you’re
spending beyond what your campaign can deliver. 

What is the strategy to invest additional dollars?

Too often additional investment is added without thought to the strategy.  
Before allocating additional dollars, understand how they will be spent and  
have a well-planned strategy in place to test the results of increased spending. 
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